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ABSTRACT

To support the presentation requirements of distributed multime-
dia information, synchronization of multimedia objects must be
achieved.  To this end, system resource scheduling and resource
reservation for object pre-fetch, network bandwidth and buffer
occupancy must be determined prior to the time the presentation is
initiated.  This paper proposes an object-oriented model to handle
the temporal relationship for all of the multimedia objects at the pre-
sentation platform and study the related problems of resource allocation.
Synchronization of the composite media objects is achieved by ensur-
ing that all objects presented in the upcoming “manageable” period
must be ready for execution.  To this end, the nature of overlap is first
examined for various types of objects.  The importance of critical over-
lap and critical point that are vital to synchronization is addressed
and taken into account in this research.  The concept of manageable
presentation interval and the irreducible media group are also
introduced and defined.  Analysis of resource allocation among
pre-fetch time of media object, network bandwidth and buffer occu-
pancy is also examined.  Accordingly, a new model called group
cascade object composition Petri-net (GCOCPN) is proposed and an
algorithm to implement this temporal synchronization scheme is
presented.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the advance of computer, network and
multimedia technologies in the past decade, the de-
mands for multimedia information services from com-
plex environments are rapidly growing in different
fields including education, entertainment, CAE, Web
browsing, and internet telephony.  It is an emerging
trend that the integration of various multimedia
objects, which can include text, images, audio, video,

graphics and so forth, over heterogeneous and
distributed environments, to furnish a particular ap-
plication service is essential and inevitable.  Presen-
tation of distributed multimedia information involves
temporal organization, spatial organization, pre-
fetch, transformation and delivery of components,
which compose the multimedia information for
the user and allow the user to interact with the pre-
sentation sequence as well.  As to the issues of tem-
poral synchronization and resource allocation,
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the media characteristics, temporal dependence and
resource utilization must be clearly established to
ensure proper scheduling of the synchronized
presentation.

Multimedia data can be classified into two
categories: discrete media and continuous media
(Allen, 1983; Blakowski and Stenmetz, 1996; Little
and Ghafoor, 1990; Nicolaou, 1990).  Real-time data,
such as video, audio and animation that require time-
ordered presentation to the user are basically classi-
fied as continuous media.  On the other hand, text,
images and graphics media are basically time-inde-
pendent and are normally presented on a page or frame
basis.  They are therefore classified as discrete or
static data.  The specification of temporal composi-
tion is required to describe these objects completely
by taking all of the temporal relationships into
account.

Synchronization in a multimedia presentation
system refers to the temporal relations between
media objects; it makes multimedia presentation
take place in the desired time-ordered sequence ex-
actly at the predetermined starting and ending time
instants.  There are two basic types of synchroniza-
tion, intra-media and inter-media synchronization:
intra-media synchronization refers to the time rela-
tions between various presentation units of one
continuous media object; and a sequence of media
units such as video frames should be played back
continuously and smoothly for ensuring the serial
media synchroniza-tion.  Inter-media synchroniza-
tion refers to the synchronization among different
media objects, which may be retrieved and trans-
ferred from different places and be presented in
parallel.  In order to offer a better performance
and quality of services for multimedia applications,
synchronization constraints for both the inter-
and intra- media objects must be specified and main-
tained.

For  suppor t ing  d i s t r ibu ted  mul t imed ia
applications, many researchers (Little and Ghafoor,
1990; Little and Ghafoor, 1993; Iino et al., 1994; Qazi
et al., 1993; Raghavan et al., 1996; Yang and Huang,
1996) adopt the concept of Petri-net (Murata, 1989)
to construct a reference model for archiving multi-
media synchronization.  The object composition
Petri-net (OCPN) model (Little and Ghafoor, 1990)
specifies temporal requirements at the presentation
level.  Qazi et al. propose the XOCPN model (Qazi
et al . ,  1993) that makes some improvement of
OCPN by introducing a synchronization interval unit
(SIU) to resolve the network communication delay
problem.  There also has been intensive research
on the subject of temporal synchronization (Qazi et
al., 1993; Raghavan et al., 1996; Yang and Huang,
1996).  Several models have been designed and

presented to cope with the problem of latency re-
sulting from resource allocation, data generation,
packet assembly, network communication, etc.
(Qazi et al., 1993; Raghavan et al., 1996).  Media
derived from different sources may introduce
different delays to the data transmission path and
thus result in lip-sync or delays jitters problems
during presentation.  However, up to this moment,
none of the prior works presents a simple yet com-
prehensive model to resolve the aforementioned
problems.

In addition, resource allocation and scheduling
are essential to ensure achievement of the intra- and
inter- objects synchronization requirements for mul-
timedia presentation.  To facilitate a smooth playback
of media objects with satisfactory QoS, it is required
that objects should be presented to the memory be-
fore they are delivered for playback.

The purpose of this paper is to present an ob-
ject-oriented model that specifies and manipulates the
temporal relationships of all multimedia objects at the
presentation platform.  Synchronization of the com-
posed media objects is achieved by ensuring that all
of the media objects to be presented in the upcoming
“manageable” period must be available for execution.
The basic concept is therefore to analyze the tempo-
ral relationship and to partition the whole of the com-
posite media objects into several “manageable”
groups that can be presented in sequence.  To this
end, we first investigate the nature of overlays for
various types of objects.  Based on our observation,
we define the manageable presentation interval and
introduce the concept of presentation groups.  The
resource scheduling of each presentation group for
buffer occupancy versus pre-fetch time of media ob-
ject is also examined.  We then develop a pre-fetch
scheme for describing the requirement of buffer oc-
cupancy versus pre-fetch time.  Accordingly, we
present a new model called group cascade object com-
position Petri-net (GCOCPN) to cope with the syn-
chronization problems and an experimental result to
compare the required buffer occupancy from the origi-
nal multimedia system to the proposed GCOCPN
model.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2
outlines the related works in this field and the back-
ground of multimedia synchronization models;
Section 3 introduces the concepts of multimedia in-
formation group and irreducible media group which
are to be used in this paper; Section 4 provides the
analysis of system parameters which include buffer
occupancy, network bandwidth and pre-fetch time;
section 5 provides an experimental result by compar-
ing the resource utilization from the original systems
to the proposed GCOCPN model.  Finally, conclu-
sions are stated in section 6.
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II. FUNDAMENTALS

1. Temporal Relations

Temporal relationships describe how media ob-
jects are simultaneously acquired, formulated, and
presented in time ordered sequence to produce mul-
timedia information.  Many researchers have ad-
dressed the theories of action and time based on
intervals and points (Allen, 1983; Jixin and Knight,
1994a; Jixin and Knight, 1994b).  Two of them take
intervals as primitive objects and define temporal
relations among intervals as temporal quantities
(Allen, 1983; Jixin and Knight, 1994a).  The other
one deals with temporal relations among points based
on an instant-based approach (Jixin and Knight,
1994b), where temporal relations among intervals are
defined in terms of points and the corresponding or-
dered relations among points.  Temporal relations and
temporal intervals have been widely used for solving
multimedia synchronization by many researchers
(Little and Ghafoor, 1990; Little and Ghafoor, 1993;
Iino et al., 1994; Qazi et al., 1993); and those rela-
tions are basically used to describe how two inter-
vals relate to each other in time domain.

In the research  (Little and Ghafoor, 1990), on
classification of all possible temporal relations, Little
and Ghafoor found that a total of thirteen temporal
relations can be used to represent the relationships
among any two possible intervals.  These thirteen cat-
egories can be further simplified to seven since each

of the remaining six relations is an inverse of one of
the seven simplified relations.  These seven relations
are before, meets, during, overlaps, starts, ends and
equal as shown in Fig. 1(a).  Five of those are used to
describe the parallelism among media objects and to
model  the  speci f ica t ions  of  the  in ter -media
synchronization.  The rest of two describe the intra-
media synchronization among various presentation
units of the same media object represented in sequen-
tial order of time.  A common representation of these
media objects is based on temporal intervals, defined
by a temporal-interval-based (TIB) model (Little and
Ghafoor, 1993).

In order to facilitate our research, temporal in-
terval is represented by its starting time and ending
time via instant-based modeling.  Namely, for a se-
quence of media objects, we can describe their time
dependency as a sequence of starting and ending
time instants.  A time object is also introduced here
to construct our model; it is a virtual media object
and normally contains a duration of time.  A time ob-
ject is nothing but a shift of time on its playback
action. It is inserted into the vacant time interval be-
tween any two objects that are segregated by a given
time interval and thereby the result will not affect the
synchroniza t ion  requ i rement  o f  mul t imedia
presentation.  By the introduction of time object, the
temporal relations of media objects classified by the
aforementioned seven relations can be further sim-
plif ied in terms of three primit ive relat ions:
start_with, end_with, and follow_by (Fung and Pong,

Fig. 1  Temporal relations for representation
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1994) as depicted in Fig. 1(b), where objects A and B
can be any types of media objects, while T represents
a time object with a duration of time T.  They also
comply with the extended set of definitions with par-
allel first, parallel last and sequential in (Hoepner,
1992).

2. Temporal Overlap

When multiple objects with different media
types are presented at the same platform simulta-
neously at some specific time intervals, temporal
overlap results.  Without loss of generality, a tempo-
ral overlap can be defined as follows:

Definition 2.1: Let A be an object of a certain media
type with the starting playback instant tcs(a) and the
temporal interval Tc(a); B be another object with the
starting playback instant tcs(b) and the temporal in-
terval Tc(b), then object A and B are temporally over-
lapping if (1) tcs(a)≤tcs(b) and (tcs(a)+Tc(a))≥tcs(b) ;
or (2) tcs(b)≤tcs(a) and (tcs(b)+Tc(b))≥tcs(a).

Note that in Definition 2.1, there is no constraint
of media type on either object A or object B.  That is,
when object A is temporally overlapping with object
B, object A can be either continuous or discrete data,
and so can object B.

3. Critical Overlap and Critical Point

Our synchronization problem is to ensure me-
dia objects are to be presented, not only in the de-
sired time-ordered sequence, but also following the
timing requirements imposed on the relevant media
objects involved in the presentation.  Temporal over-
lap is therefore a vital  factor for multimedia
synchronization.  In particular, if media object A tem-
porally overlaps with media object B with tcs(a)≤tcs

(b), then a loss of synchronization may result if me-
dia object B arrives and starts its playback later than
the pre-scheduled time instant tcs(b).  By taking the
characteristics of continuous and discrete media types
into account, one may observe that the aforemen-
tioned example will result in un-synchronization of
the presentation if media object A is a continuous
object disregarding the media type of object B, whilst
this example will not affect the QoS of multimedia
presentation if media object A is a discrete data object.
In other words, when presentation of two objects A
and B are temporally overlapping and tcs(a)≤tcs(b),
then availability of object B at tcs(b) for presentation
plays the key role for synchronization if object A is
continuous data.  Such overlap is therefore “critical”
from the synchronization point of view.

Figure 2(a) shows the temporal relation of two

critically overlapped objects in which time instant
tcs(b) is the critical point (CP) of such critical overlap
where CM refers to a continuous media object while
MO refers to a media object of any type.

4. Pseudo Separation Point (PSP) and Separation
Point (SP)

A temporal overlay which is not critical is re-
ferred to as non-critical overlap and is illustrated in
Fig. 2(b), where a discrete media (DM) object is pre-
sented prior to the other media object (MO).  Since a
DM object is a time-independent data type and is pre-
sented statically, it can be temporally decomposed
into any number of smaller (in duration) objects of
the same type without violating the requirement of
synchronization.  We will therefore focus our discus-
sion on resolving synchronization problems of criti-
cal overlap by adapting temporal properties of this
non-critical overlap.  It is clear that any playback de-
lays of an MO object in a non-critical overlap as
shown in Fig.  2(b)  wil l  not  degrade QoS of
presentation. This means that the temporal overlap
may broken into two separate non-overlapped infor-
mation groups due to the following property: the dis-
crete media objects of a non-critical overlap can be
partitioned at the instance of starting playback time
of MO object while keeping the criteria of synchro-
nization unchanged.  The time instance that the two
objects intersect is called a pseudo separation point
(PSP).  A temporal relation of non-critical overlap is
illustrated in Fig. 2(b) where the tcs(b) is the PSP of
this non-critical overlap.  If media object MO is a
continuous media object type, then the PSP is further
called as a separation point (SP).

Fig. 2  Temporal overlap
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III.  CONCEPT OF MULTIMEDIA GROUPING

1. Multimedia Information Group

Multimedia information is composed of various
media objects of continuous or discrete data type and
is organized in any temporal relationships among
objects.  It is clear that critical overlaps may result in
any particular temporal relationship.  Note that criti-
cal points may induce problems of synchronization
during presentation, such as lip-sync, jitters and loss
of information representations.  In a distributed mul-
timedia information system, critical point is particu-
larly sensitive to latency resulting from network
delay, resource allocation, etc.  In order to make sure
that the media objects are ready at the critical point
when the CM object is scheduled to playback, the
concept of pre-fetch is proposed (Akyildiz and Yen,
1996).  To facilitate pre-fetch of media objects to
achieve synchronization at the critical points, requires
allocation of memory buffer and communication
bandwidth to store the pre-fetched data for later
playback.  However, since the availability of re-
sources can not be predicted in advanced, especially
in a distributed computing environment, it is diffi-
cult to determine the optimal time to activate a pre-
fetch prior to presentation of the particular media
object actually taking place.  Clearly, it is totally im-
practical to pre-fetch all media objects at the begin-
ning of the presentation as this will occupy too much
of the system.  It is therefore desirable to find a sys-
tematic way to activate pre-fetches that will guaran-
tee synchronization to be achieved at the critical
points and, in the mean time, to keep the occupation
of system resources to the minimum.  Since an SP
can facilitate partition of a DM object into two iden-
tical objects without making any violations to present,
multimedia information can thus be divided into sev-
eral smaller information groups at each SP without
affecting their representations of the whole of the mul-
timedia information.

An SP is a separation point from which multi-
media information can be separated into two groups.
Each group composed of various media objects with
continuous or discrete data type is indeed a completed
information unit with a group starting instant tgs and
a group interval Tg as that characterizing a media
object.  The advantages of dividing multimedia in-
formation into smaller groups are three formats: first,
combining the diverse media types with temporal
overlapping relations in a uniting information;
secondly, providing the features of being easily
accessed, shared, and retrieved of media objects over
the computer network and being smoothly presented
on the presentation platform; thirdly, reducing the
overhead of resources allocation at the presentation

level.  We therefore introduce the concept of media
group.  For simplicity, we use the notation O(i, j)
to represent the ith media object of the jth media
source type of a multimedia information group.  Here
a media source is a collection of data with similar
formats  and charac ter i s t ics  for  s torage  and
presentation.  For instance, a multimedia information
may be a combination of video, audio, text, graphics,
and so on, where video and audio are different media
sources.  Now, the definition of media group is given
as follows:

Definition 3.1: Let Q={O(i, j)|1≤i<n, 1≤j<m} be the
set of all media objects of a multimedia information
program and Gk⊂Q.  Then Gk is defined as a group if
no such temporal relation tcs(p, l)≤tcs(i, j)+Tc(i, j)
exits for all O(i, j)∈Gk  and O(p, l)∈Q−Gk, where
tcs(p, l) denotes the starting instant of object O(p, l),
tcs(i, j)  and Tc(i, j)  denotes the starting instant and
the time interval of object O(i, j), respectively.  In
other words, any object in a group must not tempo-
rally overlap with an object not in this group.

In Fig. 3, Q represents the set of all media ob-
jects of a multimedia information program.  Accord-
ing to definition 3.1, G1 and G2 are two separate
media groups; and G1 can be further partitioned into
G3 and G4 at a particular separation point tsp2.

It is clear that the multimedia information pro-
gram itself is a media group. Ideally, all media ob-
jects in an information group can be stored in a single
storage as a hybrid object with a special file format,
such as MPEG, AVI, and CD-I.  However, in real
world applications, the media objects may come from
different storage locations.  They are difficult and not
economical to pre-compound in a single hybrid object.
Nevertheless, it can be logically used to represent a
complete uniting multimedia information.  The start-
ing playback time of a media group can be treated as
a group synchronization point with other groups.  In
order to achieve temporal synchronization, all media

Fig. 3  Media group partitioning
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objects in one group should be available to play-out
at this instant.

2. Irreducible media group

As explained above, a media group can be
treated as an independent presentation unit.  All me-
dia objects of this group must be available for pre-
sentation in some sense before the presentation is
activated.  This may require resource allocation for
all these media objects.  As a result, a “larger” group
may require more system resources such as storage
buffer, communication bandwidth, etc..  It is there-
fore conceivable that the smaller a media group is,
the better occupancy of resources for presentation will
be.  Therefore in the example of Fig. 3, the group
partition {G3, G4, G2} is better than {G1, G2} as G1
is partitioned into G3 and G4 resulting in more eco-
nomical resource allocation for presentation.  This
comes up with the requirement of searching for the
irreducible media groups.  An irreducible media group
is a multimedia information unit, which is comprised
of media objects within some deterministic time
interval; it will begin at some SP and terminate at the
next ordered SP.  An irreducible media group with a
starting playback instance of time and temporal in-
terval is a non-separable synchronization unit. In other
words, no other SP can be found in an irreducible
media group.  An irreducible media group can there-
fore be defined as:

Definition 3.2: Let G={O(i, j)| for all i, j; 1≤i<  n ,
1≤j<   m }⊂Q be a media group.  If no SP can be found
within G, then G is an irreducible media group.

In Fig. 3, G2, G3, and G4 can not be further
decomposed into smaller groups and thus are all
irreducible media groups.  Based on the aforemen-
tioned definitions and discussions, the algorithm to
find out separation points SPs in a time line based
multimedia presentation program is presented as
follows:

IV. ANALYSIS OF SYSTEM PARAMETERS

The presentation of a distributed multimedia
information system must not only support fast data
transfer by which a guaranteed delivery of data stream
can be achieved through a bandwidth-constrained
network, but also provide sufficient system resource
to ensure synchronization among multiple indepen-
dent data sources.  Several networks can support
transmission of multimedia applications, such as
FDDI, high-speed Ethernet, or ATM networks with
bandwidth of 100 Mbps and above.  However, multi-
media applications require communication services
to satisfy the QoS requirement at each specific lay-
ered architecture.  In addition, in a distributed multi-
media presentation system, media object streams are
continuously retrieved from various servers through
reserved network channels, added to an intermediate
buffer at the presentation platform, and continuously
consumed from the buffer by the output device.  It is
very similar to the behavior of multimedia data stor-
age and retrieval  described in (Gemmell  and
Christodoularkis, 1992; Rangan and Vin, 1993).  To
support the presentation of diverse media data, re-
sources scheduling disciplines associated with real-
time adaptive retrieval schemes are required.  Al-
though the system latencies in a distributed system
are problematic due to the fact that several streams
are originating from different sources, synchroniza-
tion satisfying QoS requirements can still be achieved
by proper resources allocation and adaptive pre-fetch
schemes.

In this section we present the basic requirements
for successful retrieval of data streams to facilitate
playback of media objects with the desired QoS.  In
particular, we investigate the minimal buffer require-
ments and the minimal pre-fetch time for data re-
trieval through an allocated bandwidth to ensure
continuous playback of multimedia data streams on a
pre-designated time schedule.  We first examine the
behavior of pre-fetch and playback of a particular me-
dia object to construct the relationship between buffer
occupancy and pre-fetch starting time.  Based on the
result, a generalized resource scheduling and pre-fetch
scheme for multiple objects within an irreducible
media group is then investigated.  Finally, we formu-
late the basic requirements for resource scheduling
and pre-fetch schemes of a distributed multimedia
information model so that inter and intra media syn-
chronization can be achieved.

1. Relationship between Buffer Occupancy and
Communication Bandwidth

In order to simplify our discussion, we assume
throughout this paper that the media object stream is

Algorithm 3.1 Search for separation points in the time-line
based multimedia presentation program.

FindoutSP(Multimedia Information Q)

SP:={}
For each CM type object O(i, j) in Multimedia Information pro-
gram Q, where i and j represent the ith object in jth media type

do
if (the staring playback time tcs(i, j) of object
O(i, j) is located within the interval of any DM
type object meanwhile tcs(i, j) do not over-
lapped with any others CM type media object)
then SP:=SP∪tcs(i, j)
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transferred from a remote server via an allocated net-
work channel with bandwidth Bw.  Furthermore, the
media data is stored in a non-compressed state, the
consuming function of each object can be approxi-
mated as linear and thus is presented at a constant
consumption rate Ω.  We also assume that Ω>Bw
throughout the discussion stated below.

During the playback of a media object, data
streams are requested from the presentation platform,
retrieved from the server station, transferred via a
network with the pre-allocated bandwidth, stored in
an intermediate buffer and then continuously pro-
cessed for playback by the particular output device.
Since a guaranteed timely availability of a media
stream for continuous playback is required, once the
media object is fired for playback, one must ensure
that data streams received at the presentation
platform and stored in the buffer are always suffi-
cient for data consumption.  Since data consumption
rate Ω is presumably greater than the allocated band-
width Bw, as a result, pre-fetch must be employed
prior to playback taking place.  Fig. 4(a) is an illus-
tration of pre-fetch and playback behavior of a par-
ticular CM object O(i, j) at the presentation platform
with starting playback instant tcs, playback interval
Tc (playback finished at time tce).  Observing that the
total amount of data consumed equals Ω•Tc which
must be delivered before tce provided that the
processing time of the data stream for playback is
negligible.  This means that the data fetch cycle must
be ended before tce, namely, tpe≤tce, where tpe is the

pre-fetch end time.  Furthermore, since data transfer
rate is assumed to be constant and equals Bw and Ω>
Bw, therefore, the pre-fetch starting time must not be
later than   t ps , where

  t ps=tce−Ω•Tc/Bw (1)

That is   t ps  is the maximum pre-fetch starting time.
To consider the retrieval of a media stream from

the network, pre-fetch of data is started from server
station at tps.  Let P(tps, t) be the production function
at time t, and denote the total amount of data trans-
mitted to the presentation platform, this function can
be expressed as:

   
p(t ps, t) =

Bw • (t – t ps) if t ps ≤ t ≤ t pe

0 otherwise
(2)

Meanwhile, the total number of data having been
consumed for playback at time t is defined as con-
sumption function C(tcs, t), which is represented
by:

   
C(t cs, t) =

Ω • (t – t cs) if t cs ≤ t ≤ t ce

0 otherwise
(3)

Since data  in  buffer  B is  accumulated by a
production function of P(tps, t) and is consumed by a
consumption function of C(tcs, t), the total buffer size
occupied by the data streams at time t is then denoted

Fig. 4  Buffer occupancy function for an individual media object retrieval and playback
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by a buffer occupancy function B(tps, tcs, t) and is rep-
resented by:

B(tps, tcs, t)=P(tps, t)−C(tcs, t) (4)

In order to avoid running out of data for playback
during presentation, the buffer occupancy function
must be always positive during playback session,
tcs≤t≤tce.  Let the pre-fetch time Tpf be defined as the
time interval between pre-fetch starting time tps and
playback starting time tcs, that is Tpf=tcs-tps.  The mini-
mum pre-fetch time is therefore defined as:

  T pf = t cs – t ps (5)

Note that data is increasingly accumulated in
the buffer after pre-fetch is performed and up until
playback of the media stream begins, at which the
buffer occupation starts decline for Ω>Bw.  There-
fore the maximum buffer requirement Bmax occurs
at tcs. However, this is not always true if we move
the starting time of pre-fetch ahead a step further
until   T pf =Ω•Tc/Bw, or equivalently   t ps =tcs−   T pf .  It
is clear that any pre-fetch starting time earlier
than   t ps  does not result in a greater buffer require-
ment than Bmax(   T pf )=Ω•Tc.  Therefore, Bmax(   T pf )
is the worst case for buffer requirement. Fig. 4(b)
illustrates the variation of maximum buffer require-
ments for each pre-fetch starting time.  Observing
that the buffer occupancy is always the maximum at
time tcs.  The buffer requirement associated with a
given pre-fetch time tpf can therefore be summarized
as:

Breq(Tpf)=Bmax(Tpf)=Min(Bw•Tpf, Ω•Tc)

for Tpf≥(tcs≥   t ps) (6)

Note that the buffer requirement for ensuring
continuous playback is in between (Ω−Bw)•Tc and
Ω•Tc, since   t ps  is the pre-fetch starting time that
requires the minimum buffer occupancy for a given
communication bandwidth Bw .   Accordingly,
the buffer requirement can be given by the follow-
ing:

Breq(Bw)=(Ω−Bw)•Tc (7)

2. Resource Scheduling for Multiple Objects of the
Same Media Type

In the previous section, we have derived the re-
source requirements and setup the relationship of
buffer occupancy versus pre-fetch time for a single
particular media object.  Now, we continue to exam-
ine the case that multiple time-dependent objects

with the same media source type are in the same
irreducible media group and each is specified by a
particular temporal specification.  These media ob-
jects are retrieved in sequence from the same server
station and through the same network channel with a
preserved bandwidth, and then played back to the
same output device.  Based on the result obtained in
section 4.1, buffer requirements for each media ob-
ject can be derived by the corresponding pre-fetch
time.  Since pre-fetch time must start before playback,
when performing pre-scheduling to ensure inter and
intra-synchronization, it is possible to result in over-
lap of time interval for data retrieval of two media
objects as illustrated in Fig. 5.  Namely, even if data
retrieval of the previous object is  st i l l  being
processed, pre-fetch of the next object has to be
started due to the deadline constraint.  It is clear that
unless the bandwidth of the reserved channel is
doubled for this overlapped duration, the pre-allocated
bandwidth can not support sufficient data transfer to
ensure jitter-free playback of these media objects.
Since every data stream has to be prepared for play-
back before deadline, and further, a constant band-
width is pre-allocated via a QoS negotiation during
system initialization, the only way to resolve this
problem is to start the pre-fetch of the proceeding
object earlier so that it can complete data retrieval
before the starting of pre-fetch for the following
object.

An irreducible media group may be composed
of objects of more than one media source type, each
media source type may have several objects for play-
back in sequence.  Fig. 5(a) illustrates two video ob-
jects to be played back one by one at pre-scheduled
time durations in one group.  Let ∆Ti,i+1(j) be the time
difference between the pre-fetch ending time of ob-
ject O(i, j) and the pre-fetch start time of object
O(i+1, j):

∆Ti,i+1(j)=tpe(i, j)−tps(i+1, j) (8)

When ∆Ti,i+1(j)>0, there is an overlap of data
retrieval for object O(i, j) and O(i+1, j) during the
time interval of [tps(i+1, j), tpe(i, j)] as shown in Fig.
5(b).  In order to prevent both objects from using the
same network channel at the same time, the pre-fetch
time of object O(i, j) should be started earlier as
shown in Fig. 5(c), so that data retrieval of O(i, j)
can be completed before tps(i+1, j).  The same proce-
dure must be carried out repeatedly until an object
O(l, j) is obtained, where ∆Tl, l+1(j)≥0.  Algorithm 4.1
is to find out the pre-fetch time and maximum buffer
requirement for a specific media source type R(j) in
an irreducible media group k, where j represents
the jth media source type in this irreducible media
group.
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function Bj of each media source type R(j), and can
be expressed as a function of time:

   Θ(t) = Bj(t)Σ
j = 1

J
   tgs≤t≤tge (10)

Note that, the maximum buffer occupancy for each
media source type may not occur at the same time.
The buffer requirement for this particular irreducible
media group is therefore given by:

Θbuf=Max(Θ(t)) where    Θbuf ≤ Bmax(j)Σ
j = 1

J
(11)

3. Waiting Time for the Firing of an Irreducible
Media Group

From the discussion given above, it is clear that
the starting time of pre-fetch of a particular media
object can be determined when network bandwidth
and buffer space is allocated.  Similar to the discus-
sion addressed in section 4.2, pre-fetch of media ob-
jects of a given irreducible media group can only start
after completion of data retrieval of the same type of
media objects in the previous irreducible media group.
Further, this given irreducible media group can only
be fired after retrieval of data streams has taken place
for this particular pre-fetch time.  As a result, some

 Fig. 5  Relationship between buffer occupancy function, network bandwidth and pre-fetch time for multiple CM objects

Algorithm 4.1: Calculation of pre-fetch time and maximum
buffer requirement for a specific media type R
(j) in an irreducible media group k

FindMaxBuff (all the media objects in medai type R(j))

For each media object O(i, j) of media type R(j) in media group
k, where i represent ith object in jth media type

do begin from the last object of media type R(j)
if (the pre-fetch starting time tps(i+1, j) of object

O(i+1, j) is earlier than the pre-fetch ending time of
tps(i, j) of object O(i, j))
then

Update the pre-fetch starting time tps(i, j) and pre-fetch
ending time tps(i, j) of object O(i, j)
calculate the maximum buffer occupancy Bmax of
O(i, j)according to Eq. 6
Update the maximum buffer requirement Bmax(j) of
media type R(j)

Until all the objects are examined

Let tgs and tge be the starting and ending time of
an irreducible media group, an associated buffer oc-
cupancy function Bj for each media source type R(j)
in group can be expressed as:

   B j(t) = Bi(t ps, t cs, t)Σ
i = 1

I
   tgs≤t≤tge (9)

Here I is the number of data objects of media source
type R(j).  The total required buffer occupancy func-
tion Θ(t) in an irreducible media group can thus be
derived as the summation of all the buffer occupancy
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waiting time may be introduced so that presentation
of this irreducible media group may leave behind the
schedule specified by the temporal relation.  This is
acceptable since the introduction of group waiting
time does not degrade the QoS for multimedia
presentation.

Let ∆τk−1, k(j) be the time difference between the
pre-fetch ending time of the last object in group k−1
and the pre-fetch starting time of the first object with
the same media source type R(j) in group k, denote as
tpe(I, j, k−1) the pre-fetch ending time of the last ob-
ject in group k−1 and tps(1, j, k) the pre-fetch starting
time of the first object in group k:

∆τk−1, k(j)=tpe(I, j, k−1)−tps(1, j, k) (12)

When ∆τk−1, k(j)>0, there is an overlap of data retrieval
for the last object in group k−1 and the first object
in group k during the time interval of [tps(1, j, k),
tpe(I, j, k−1)].  In this case, firing of group k should
delay at least ∆τk−1, k(j) for preventing the in-suffi-
ciency of network bandwidth, such delay is the group
waiting time introduced during presentation.  The
same procedure must be performed repeatedly until
every two contiguous groups are scanned.

V. GROUP CASCADE OCPN MODEL

We are now presenting a new synchronization
model for multimedia presentation in distributed com-
puting systems.  The objective is to ensure precise
firing of media objects at the prescheduled critical
points disregarding where these objects are originally
located.  To achieve this goal, some mechanism must
be furnished for pre-allocation of resources before
playback of the object actually takes place.  As any
pre-allocation of the resource will result in reserva-
tion of system resources to a certain degree and thus
decrease the utilization rate if the period of reserva-
tion takes too long.  It is therefore desirable to re-
duce the requirement of resource pre-allocation to the
largest extent.  The concept of irreducible media
group is therefore adopted in our proposed modeling
through which resource allocation is performed for
each irreducible media group individually. In
particular, we propose a synchronization model called
group cascade  objec t  composi t ion  Pet r i -ne t
(GCOCPN) (Lin et al., 1998a; Lin et al., 1998b) by
which an entire multimedia presentation unit is de-
composed into a number of irreducible media groups
cascading one another.  Each irreducible media group
is modeled by any OCPN based model and thus is
considered as a closed presentation unit.  The firing
rule of an irreducible media group requires comple-
tion of presentation of the previous media groups and
availability of all objects in this media group for

presentation.  In other words, in addition to the firing
rule specified by OCPN (Blakowski and Steinmetz,
1996), which basically focuses on the status of pre-
sentation of the objects preceding the transition, the
firing rule of a media group in our GCOCPN model
requires some “lookahead” mechanism to ensure that
resource allocation is completed.

The group cascade OCPN model, which incor-
porates the mechanisms of resource allocation,
resource scheduling, group pre-fetch and group wait-
ing time for group synchronization is specified by the
tuple {Γ, G, R, Ψ, D} where:

Γ={T1, T2, ...Tn}, is a set of group transitions
(bars).

G={G1, G2, ...Gn}, is a set of irreducible media
groups.  Each group Gi is de-
fined as an OCPN based
model (Little and Ghafoor,
1990) (circles).

R={R1, R2, ...Rj}, is a set of media source types
for the entire presentation
program.

Ψ: G→ {real number}, represents group waiting
time as a mapping from the set of
groups.

D: T→ {pointers of function} represents a set
of functions to perform the algorithm of
resource scheduling, allocation and pre-
fetch as a mapping from group transi-
tion to a set of algorithm execution
functions.

Group cascade OCPN model structurally forms
a set of paired objects (Ti, Gi), which represents a
group transition Ti followed by a group object Gi.
Group transition Ti, for i≠1, provides a set of control
functions for group synchronization at the boundary,
including pre-fetch of media objects, resource allo-
cation and scheduling for presentation, and firing of
group i, whilst group object Gi can be any OCPN
based model.  An OCPN is a model of multimedia
composition with respect to inter-media synchroni-
zation based on the logic of temporal intervals and
timed Petri-nets, and is in particular composed of
media objects (places) and transitions to furnish
execution of a Petri-net.  Fig. 6 depicts the proposed
GCOCPN model.

Initially, Ti (1≤i≤n) should be based on the data
consumption rate of each media object of group Gi

and the desired time schedule for media presentation
to figure out a relationship between the bandwidth of
communication channels and the buffer requirements
to achieve the required QoS for presentation.  Note
that the available storage capacity of the presenta-
tion platform constrains the upper bound of buffer
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requirement of Eqs. (4-10).  This indeed sets a bound
for the communication bandwidth for data transmis-
sion from the remote servers.  Negotiation for acquir-
ing the resource of communication channel should be
performed prior to the firing of the media group.  In
order to avoid possible loss of resource of communi-
cation channel during inter-group transition, the com-
munication channel should be requested and reserved
for the entire presentation and thus for all groups.  It
is therefore the responsibility of the initial transition,
T1, to negotiate and acquire the communication chan-
nel for the entire group.  Once all the required
resources, which may include possible pre-fetch of
data streams from the remote servers, are available,
T1 fires group G1 and therefore starts presentation.
After firing group G1, T1 sends a group transition to-
ken to T2.  This ends process of T1 activates T2 to
monitor the execution of group G1 and in the mean
time prepare data availability for group G2, which in-
clude possible execution of pre-fetch of certain data
objects.  When all the tokens from group G1 arrive
and data streams are available to ensure inter-media
and intra-media synchronization for group G2, T2 fires
G2 and then passes the group transition token to T3.
The same procedure repeats until the final group Gn

is fired.  User participation for backwarding or for-
warding is allowed at the group level which requires
the current active group transition Ti to quit all the
preparation process and sends the group transition
token to the group transition Tj of the designed group
Gj, where i≠j.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, the experimental results based
on the approaches proposed in the previous sections
are presented.  We have implemented a time-
line model based editing tool to construct a multime-
dia presentation program.  Calculations of buffer
occupancy versus a specified network bandwidth for
resource allocation and reservation scheme for one
particular media group as well as the whole multime-
dia information were also examined.  A multimedia
information system available in our experiment in-
cluded three video clips and three audio clips as
shown in Fig. 7, where the temporal information for
each media object was pre-recorded.  For simplicity,
we specified the consumption rate of data streams

with 176KB/s (11 KHz with 16-bit samples) for au-
dio and 250KB/s (JPEG-encoded stream displayed at
24 frames per second) for video.  The whole multi-
media information system was then partitioned into
three irreducible media groups at separation point tsp1

and tsp2 based on algorithm 4-1.
In our experiment, we fixed the network band-

width allocated for audio to be 132 KB/s, and changed
the bandwidth for video to a range between 140 KB/
s to 180 KB/s.  We then calculate the maximum buffer
occupancy resulting from the approach with GCOCPN
modeling and the approach without group partition-
ing implementation.  Comparison of the results shows
that our proposed GCOCPN scheme requires less
buffer resource than non-GCOCPN schemes when the
same communication resources are reserved as shown
in Table 1.  Further, when a given buffer size is
reserved, the GCOCPN scheme requires less commu-
nication bandwidth than that required by non-
GCOCPN schemes, if synchronization at the critical
points is to be resolved.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents a new model to incorporate
characteristics of various media to facilitate multi-
media presentation synchronization.  The ultimate
goal of this work is to resolve all possible delay prob-
lems at the presentation level such that each media
object is always available and executable at the
scheduled time instant.  It ensures that the multime-
dia information can be presented by the specific QoS
requirement.  We first investigate a temporal relation
called critical overlap resulting generally from a con-
tinuous media object overlapped with another media
object.  We then define the separation point by ex-
ploring the non-critical overlap from a discrete me-
dia object overlapped with another continuous media
object.  An algorithm for searching separation points
is then developed to facilitate partition of a multime-
dia presentation program into manageable irreducible
media groups that ensure the synchronization can be
achieved.  A modified OCPN model, called group cas-
cade object composition Petri-net (GCOCPN), is
thereafter proposed to characterize the special firing

Fig. 6  A Group cascade object composition petri-net model

Fig. 7 Example of multimedia presentation group for experiment
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requirement for those objects with temporal relations
of critical overlap.

A resources scheduling scheme for supporting
the synchronous presentation of GCOCPN model
is also introduced.  The relations among buffer occu-
pancy at the presentation platform, network band-
width and object pre-fetch time for a single media
object are examined.  In particular, the result shows
that lower network bandwidth requires higher buffer
occupancy and earlier pre-fetch time.  For multiple
objects, a temporally overlapped pre-fetching in the
same media source type requires that the pre-fetch-
ing of the preceding object should be shifted a step
ahead and started earlier for avoiding the double band-
width requirement in the overlapped interval, this will
result in a higher requirement for buffer occupancy.
A resource allocation taking buffer occupancy, net-
work bandwidth and pre-fetch time into account is
then examined for both irreducible media groups and
the entire presentation program.  Experiments are car-
ried out to observe the performance of the proposed
resource allocation algorithm.  The experimental re-
sults show a better performance assessment of buffer
utilization by using the GCOCPN model.

Further research on resource allocation is con-
ducted to work out an efficient yet dynamic method
to perform resource allocation and scheduling, espe-
cially when the traffic is heavy and thus communica-
tion resources are limited.

NOMENCLATURE

Bw allocated network bandwidth
B(tps, tcs, t) buffer occupancy function
Bmax maximum buffer requirement
C(tcs, t) consumption function
CM continuous media

CP critical point
D a set of functions
DM discrete media
GCOCPN group cascade object composition Petri-

net
Gk multimedia Group k
MO media object
OCPN object composition Petri-net
O(i, j) ith media object of jth media source type

of a multimedia information group
P(tps, t) production function
PSP pseudo separation point
QoS quality of services
Q the set of all media objects of a multi-

media information program
R a set of media source type for the entire

presentation program
SP separation point
tcs consumption start time
tce consumption end time
tps pre-fetch start time
tpe pre-fetch end time
Tc object playback interval
Tpf obejct pre-fetch time
Tj group transition

  t ps the minimum pre-fetch starting time

  T pf the minimum pre-fetch time
Γ as set of group transition
Ψ group waiting time
Ω data consumption rate
∆Ti,i+1(j) time difference between the pre-fetch

ending time of object O(i, j) and the pre-
fetch start time of object O(i+1, j)

Θk(t) total required buffer occupancy function
for media group k

∆τk+1, k(j) time difference between the pre-fetch
ending time of the last object in group

Table 1  The xcomparison of maximum buffer occupancy using GCOCPN model

Maximum buffer Maximum buffer Maximum buffer occupancy Percentage
Network occupancy occupancy (KB) without (KB) with partitioned of Buffer
bandwidth (KB/s) Group Partitioning GCOCPN Model Saving

1 Video 180.0 6140.0 6140.0 0.00Audio 132.0
2 Video 178.5 6211.4 6211.4 0.00Audio 132.0
3 Video 170.0 7160.0 6560.0 0.83Audio 132.0
4 Video 160.0 8460.0 7160.0 15.37Audio 132.0
5 Video 150.0 9760.0 7760.0 20.49Audio 132.0
6 Video 140.0 11060.0 8360.0 24.41Audio 132.0
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k−1 and the pre-fetch starting time of the
first object with the same media source
type Rj in group k
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多媒體物件展示之同步模式

林銀河　黎碧煌　吳傳嘉

國立臺灣科技大學電機工程系

摘　要

為提供分散式多媒體展示，除了媒體物件的同步現象必須維持外，物件預

取、網路頻寬取得及緩衝器配置的相互關係，必須讓系統資源的配置獲得適當

的協調。本論文提出在多媒體展示平台中，以物件導向模式處理媒體物件的時

間性關係及研究相關資源配置的問題，使多媒體的展示，能經由組合媒體物件

本身的特質及其時間性的重疊關係而分割為“可管理的”區段並至可備準執行

狀態達成同步的需求。本文將首先探討各種媒體物件型態間的重疊現象，並定

義同步問題中棘手的關鍵重疊（critical overlaps），其目標為確保關鍵重疊的

物件能精確的在關鍵重疊點（critical point）同步啟動展示‧文中接著引導組

合媒體物件依媒體重疊現象分割為可管理區段的觀念，將多媒體展示資料分割

至多個串接的不可分割的媒體群組（irreducible media group），同時探討每

個展示媒體群組的資源排程、資料預取（pre-fe tch）對緩衝區（buffer

occupancy）的關係‧據此本文建立一個群組串接的物件組合派區網路（group

cascade object composition Petri-net, GCOCPN）模式，實現多媒體時間性同

步展示的方案，並以實例說明緩衝器資源配置的效能。

關鍵詞：多媒體同步，時間性關係，多媒體群組，資源排程。


